2017-2018 Funded Grants to Educators
23 Grants Awarded * $37,634.28 Funded

Classroom Grants: $11,167.28

- Electrifying Physical Science – Theresa Keller and Joseph Hanks (BHS)
- Coping with Exceptionalities – LeeAnn Pressler – sensory tools for special ed (Central)
- Let’s Make a Movie – Cheryl Herard – camera used to make commercials
- Qball Microphone – Angela Harris – improves reading engagement and helps with classroom management (RH)
- Sensory Tools for Little Wigglers – Emily Voelkers (kindergarten) (Kane)
- Reading Initiative – Sonja Settle (JP)
- Bountiful Palettes – Kelli Bryant (Hoover)

Professional Growth Grants: $14,500 (estimate with two grants pending)

- Young Adult Literature Conference – Kim Lashbrook (BHS), Alisha Winward (Central), Jennifer Cubbage (Madison), Diana Johnson (Freshman Academy)
- Oklahoma School Counselors Conference – Rhonda Baldwin-Wilcox (Ranch Heights), Karen Salge (Wilson), Jessica Herrington (Hoover), Rachel Gurule (Wayside), Josh Waddell (Jane Phillips), Emily Hood (Kane)
- Children’s Summer Literature Institute – Emily Voelkers, Jennifer Spina, Jennifer Moses (Kane, Jane Phillips)
- Athletic Director Conference – Ryan Huff
- Annual Conference for Middle Level Education – Shawn Hemminger
- National Association of Biology Teachers Convention – Gary Layman, Cheryl Fentress, Betty Henderson, Jessica Strain, Kayla Miller (BHS)
- Indian Summer Institute Conference for Counselors - Leslie Sexton, Kathy Wilson, Patty Rule (BHS)
- National Council of Teachers of English – Stacey Goodwin (Madison)
- Teaching with Poverty in Mind – Wendy Riley (JP)
- ADHD Conference – Amanda Grady (Wilson)
- Dyslexia DVD – Amanda Graddy (Wilson)

Experts in Residence Grants: $9,467

- Joe Sears – Jane Sears – spring workshop with playwright club (Central)
- Patricia Polacco Visit – all elementary schools

NOK ACS Science Grants: $2,500

- Photosynthesis and Respiration Inquiry – Cheryl Fentress, LeAnn Nicholson, Terri Bryan (BHS)
- Project Repair and Replace – Aaron Kuntz – repair and replace microscopes (Central)
- Science Olympiad – Elaine Swanson – science competitions (Central)